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The landscape
1. A sustainable energy system (even in Germany) requires molecules in addition to
locally converted free electrons.
2. Debate is converging that it will be so much hydrogen and derivatives that a
dedicated infrastructure (new and/or repurposed from gas) will be needed.
3. The CO2 backpack of hydrogen (“Farbenlehre”) is an issue of debate.
4. The value chain synthesis-transport-utilization with its conversion steps is
currently blocked by a lack of immediate economic viability.
5. Multiple efforts in individual sectors of the value chain are implemented or
underway (see contributions today).
6. B2B agreements for bulk supply of “green” hydrogen are underway.
7. System-wide efforts for deblocking the hen-egg problem are underway, the
infrastructure is a critical component as is the pragmatism to accept any CO2 lean
hydrogen until we reach ultimately a minimal CO2 emission within the hydrogen
value chain.
8. German industry seems to become a driver in the hydrogen transformation both
for developing novel technologies as business and for defossilising their
operations.
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The toolbox: where from comes hydrogen








Mother nature gets it from water splitting
by photochemistry.
We have several options.
The only “inexhaustible” one is water
splitting.
Others are limited in availability.
Greening of hydrocarbons is a clear
possibility (geopolitics).
CCS is an intermediate option.
There is no “green hydrogen”.
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Metric of the demand (infrastructure); end energy data
A good scaling is the existing size of the
energy system.
There will be efficiency gains but also novel
losses (conversion, storage).
The mission is to enable the needs of
society and economy.

In 2017 all RES generated 210 TWh (in 2020
247 TWh) power in DE
142,4 TWh of it resulted from scalable wind
and PV. In 2020 this value was 183,5 TWh.
The chemical use of hydrogen in Germany
totals to 55 TWh (in 2020).

Quelle: Fraunhofer ISE, energy charts.de
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30
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Total demand for green electricity is estimated to be
800 TWh wit a large variation according to the
energy scenarios of electrification. (a defossilized
German chemical industry would require 700 TWh
alone)

If DE could permanently generate 20% of
its end energy locally (475 TWh), by local
RES, the rest has to come from import

Why not local RES and chemical storage? Cost!
A narrative of Energiewende is to generate all energy required in Germany and store for volatility.
The use of substantial installations of hydrogen-(ready) power generation is critical for reaching
ambitious emission reduction targets.
Source: C. Kost et al

Import quota for hydrogen and e-fuels

Source: NWS (2021) Meta Study
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RES in DE
Volatility: DWD in 2017: 0,17 Kap factor
RES

Kap faktor

Yield (2017), TWh

Wind onshore

0,18

90

Wind offshore

0,45

18

PV

0,14

50 (2020)

Fraunhofer IEE (2017)

Windmill density very high in DE: yet
below 15% contribution to electricity
The capacity for local hydrogen generation will
be limited by cost and availability of green
electricity in competition for direct use of power.
Import in large amounts from the world market is
a good solution.
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Summary











Germany is “hydrogen-ready” (mostly in politics,
clearly in industry).
Large amounts of hydrogen and derivatives will be
needed; relevance of enabling infrastructure.
Limited local RES will request the majority of
hydrogen to be imported.
Pipeline transport is the most economic form;
Eurasia is a good choice.
The certified and verified CO2 backpack of H2 will
be decisive for implementation of large projects.
Geo-political diversity and conformity to emission
minimization (also in the pre-production) will be
critical.
Rapid growth into system-size hydrogen utilization
is the best way to minimise the cost difference to
fossil energy.
Rapid growth of the relevant industry is needed if
DE wants to keep its chances as technology
provider.

Elektrolyseur

Chemieanlagen

Source:
BDI , acatec
HYSupply (2021)
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Leonardo Da Vinci

Knowledge is the daughter of experience

Thank You
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